RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Curriculum Map

Year
7

Year
8

AUTUMN TERM
1.What is belief?
2.What do religious
people believe?
 What do I believe?
 What is religion?
 What are values?
 What are the key
 How do I live my
features of one
values?
religion?
 What is the meaning
 What are the key
of life?
features of one
 What is Humanism?
religion?
 What are ‘big
 What do Jews
questions’?
people believe?
 What do Christian
believe?
 What do Muslims
believe?

SPRING TERM
1.What role do founders 2.What role does
play in the major
worship play in
world religions?
major world
religions?
 Who was the founder of
Judaism?
 What is worship?
 Why is the life of Jesus
 How do nonimportant to Christians?
Christian religions
use worship?
 What is the significance
 How do Anglicans
of the death and
resurrection of Jesus?
worship?
 How did Siddhartha
 Do all Christians
Goutama gain
worship in the same
enlightenment?
way?
 What was special about  What is salah?
Muhammad?
 Can serving the
 What did Guru Nanak
community be
teach?
worship?

SUMMER TERM
1.Why is pilgrimage
2.Why do we have rites
important?
of passage?
 What is pilgrimage?
 Why do Christians go
on pilgrimage to
Rome?
 What happens on
hajj?
 Why is Varanasi
important?
 Why is Jerusalem
significant to different
religions?
 What would be my
place of pilgrimage?

 What do rites of
passage look like?
 Our rites of passage
project
 Should parents get to
choose the religion of
their child?
 What would my ideal
rite of passage look
like?

1.What makes
someone
inspirational?

2.How do people
respond to evil and
suffering?

1.Does God exist and
what is he/she like?

2.How do we know
right from wrong?

1.Is religion
dangerous?

2.How can we use art
to show our beliefs?

 What does it mean
to be inspirational?
 Is Gee Walker
inspirational?
 What makes Nick
Vujicic inspirational?
 How does Malala
Yousafzai inspire
people?
 Was Anne Frank
inspirational?
 Can non-religious
people be
inspirational?

 What is the ‘problem
of evil’?
 How might
Christians respond
to evil and suffering?
 How might Hindus
respond to evil and
suffering?
 How might Muslims
respond to evil and
suffering?
 Should we just
accept evil and
suffering?
 How do people
respond to evil and
suffering?

 What are religious
experiences?
 Can miracles happen?
 What is the
cosmological
argument?
 What is the telelogical
argument?
 What are Christian
beliefs about deity?
 What are Hindu beliefs
about deity?

 How do people
make decisions?
 What is the
conscience?
 Is capital
punishment
acceptable?
 Is capital
punishment
acceptable?
 How should we
treat animals?
 Is using social
media a good idea?

 Why do some people
think religion is
dangerous?
 Are extremists always
religious?
 Is religion harmful to
women?
 Does religion cause
war?
 Do all religious people
support war?
 How does religion help
people?

 How do Christians use
art in churches?
 How do Muslims use
calligraphy?
 What is a mandala?
 How can I use art to
show my beliefs?
 How can I use art to
show my beliefs?
 How can I use art to
show my beliefs?

